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Wuke, a monk poet in late Tang dynasty, the younger brother of Jia Dao, was
born in Fanyang. He has written two rolls of poem. His reputation was not only as
good as Jia Dao, Zhou He for five-character poem, but also famous for calligraphy
which style is of Liu Gongquan. Zhao Han in Ming dynasty has praised Wuke’s
calligraphy in his <Shi Mo Juan Hua>. Wuke became a monk in early youth. He has
lived in Qinglong Temple and Caotang Temple. During his lifetime, he has traveled
many place include Yue Zhou, Mountain Lu, Mountain Hua, Jin Zhou etc., and has
great relationships with many poets, e.g. Yao He, Li Xuan, Xue Neng, Ma Dai.
This dissertation studies Wuke’s life-story comprehensively and evaluates his
poem style objectively. The study concerns more about academic problems, for
example, Wuke’s born, real name, dates of birth and death etc. In addition, his social
activity, poetic content and feature are also analyzed.
There are three chapters of this dissertation.
Chapter 1 mainly studies Wuke’s life-story and evaluates his poetic style
objectively. In history, the information about Wuke’s life is little. In this chapter, some
points will be discussed to show a real Wuke. Wuke has a wide social activity circle.
His poetries and other poetries will be discussed to show the detailed information
about his activities. The temples he has had lived and achievement in calligraphy will
also be analyzed.
Chapter 2 discusses Wuke’s existing poems and poetic themes. There are 100
poems in two poem rolls of Wuke in < The Complete Collection of Tang Poems >.
According to these existing poems, there are four main categories: farewell poem,
reciprocating poem, missing poem, chanting poem. Furthermore, there is one category
is poems written on the wall.
Chapter 3 analyzes the artistic characteristics of Wuke’s poems. First is
hardship-chanting which reflects the art pursuit of poetic creation. Second is thinking















is his “Xiang Wai”（象外） feature which gained Wuke his special position in poetic
history. Fourth is the exquisite and unique of his five-character poem :neat sentence,
law tune rigorous and concise sentences.
Conclusion part will conclude and summarize the whole dissertation.
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